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The  dynamic  effect  of  cohesive  energy  on the  CTE  of  T6  (the  highest  strength  temper)  tempered  7A09
aluminum  alloy  was  studied  in  this  paper.  Transmission  electron  microscopy  (TEM)  was  combined  with
differential  scanning  calorimetry  (DSC)  to  analyze  the  phase  transitions  of  T6  tempered  7A09  aluminum
alloy  taking  place  in  a heating  process.  The  corresponding  CTE  curve  was  recorded  by  a  thermal  dilatome-
ter.  The  ion-bonding  model  was  utilized  to  estimate  the  variation  of cohesive  energy  caused  by  the  phase
transitions.  Results  indicate  that  GPII  zones  and  �′ phase  are  main  precipitates  in  T6  tempered  7A09
luminum alloy
hase transition
ohesive energy
hermal expansion

alloy.  During  the  heating  process,  the  cohesive  energy  of alloy  system  increases  with  the  transition  from
�′ to  � phase  and the  precipitation  of  �  phase.  The  dissolution  of � phase  leads  to  a decrease  of  cohe-
sive  energy.  Although  volume  changes  of  alloy system  have  effects  on the  CTE,  the  effect  of  the  cohesive
energy  change  is  more  obvious  than  that  of  volume  change  after  the  precipitation  of  � phase  begins
in  the  Ostwald  ripening  stage.  Effects  of  cohesive  energy  and  volume  changes  can  be  expressed  in  the
nonlinearity  of  CTE  curve.
. Introduction

The thermal expansion is an important thermophysical property
f materials, which can be quantitively described by the coeffi-
ient of thermal expansion (CTE). As for metals and alloys, the
hermal expansion has critical implications for technologies that
rocess these materials at elevated temperature [1].  The residual
tress can be caused by the thermal heterogeneity of materials in
he changing temperature process of different technologies such as
asting, forging, rolling and so on [2–4]. The thermal heterogene-
ty mentioned above mainly refers to the heterogeneity of CTE,
emperature field and so forth. The non-uniform thermal distor-
ion and the thermal stress influence the product quality and do
arm to material performances if they have not been properly con-
rolled [4–7]. Therefore, the thermal expansion behavior of metals
nd alloys is a key issue for defect control, performance prediction
nd optimization of technologies.

The cohesive energy is a basic physical quantity used to charac-
erize the strength of the chemical bond between atoms in solids.
nd it is closely related to the thermal expansion behavior of solids
8–12]. Crystals show thermal expansion when the amplitude of
toms and the space between atoms increase with the increas-
ng temperature. As for crystals with the same temperature, the
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magnitude of thermal expansion depends on the cohesive energy
level between atoms. The magnitude of thermal expansion is usu-
ally smaller for the crystal with higher cohesive energy. Tsuru
et al. studied the relationship between the CTE and the cohe-
sive energy according to substantive experimental data of linear
thermal expansion coefficient. They suggested that the CTE was
inversely proportional to the cohesive energy for various metals,
oxides, borides, carbides and nitrides [10]. Jung et al. found that
the CTE varied inversely as the melting temperature, which is gen-
erally proportional to the cohesive energy [13–15],  for Half-Heusler
compounds of MNiSn (M = Ti, Zr, Hf) [11]. As for alloys, the cohesive
energy is also a key factor influencing CTE [12]. Effects of the cohe-
sive energy change can be directly expressed in the nonlinearity of
CTE curve.

7A09 alloy (a Chinese brand) is a kind of Al–Zn–Mg–Cu type
aluminum alloy, which has been used for complex aeronautical
applications due to its desirable mechanical properties. The isother-
mal  forging is one of the main methods to process 7A09 aluminum
alloy because the alloy has narrow forming temperature range and
big heat conductivity coefficient. Furthermore, isothermal forgings
usually have homogeneous microstructures and excellent proper-
ties [16,17],  which are very important for aeronautical applications.
The T6 temper state is the common initial state of the blank for the

isothermal forging of 7A09 alloy.

Although many studies have been carried out to analyze
the relationship between the cohesive energy and the thermal
expansion, the dynamic effect of cohesive energy on the thermal
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xpansion behavior of aluminum alloy has seldom been studied and
entioned. Furthermore, the study on thermal expansion behavior

f T6 tempered 7A09 alloy is necessary for the technology points
uch as the design of forging dies, the accuracy control of final
orgings and so on. The present paper has dealt with the rela-
ionship between phase transitions, cohesive energy and CTE of
he T6 tempered 7A09 aluminum alloy in a heating process. The
SC technique has been combined with TEM to characterize the
icrostructure evolution. The corresponding CTE curve of 7A09

luminum alloy is recorded by a thermal dilatometer. The ion-
onding model [18,19] has been utilized to estimate the variation
f cohesive energy caused by the phase transitions.

. Experimental details

The results reported in this study refer to a commercial T6 tempered 7A09 alloy
ith the following chemical composition (wt%): 5.8 Zn, 2.8 Mg,  1.49 Cu, 0.23 Cr, 0.

5  Fe, 0.063Si, 0.024 Ti, Bal. Al.
Precipitation and dissolution in the heating process were characterized by the

SC on a NETZSCH STA 449C instrument. Samples for DSC were polished into
isks of 3 mm in diameter and 0.5 mm in thickness. They were heated at a rate
f  5 ◦C/min from room temperature up to 470 ◦C. Dried nitrogen (30 ml/min) was
assed through the calorimeter to minimize oxidation. The formation of AlN is a pos-
ible problem which may  influence DSC data. The melt of aluminum is a necessary
ondition for the formation of AlN through the reaction between Al and N2 while the
elting-point of 7A09 alloy is about 640 ◦C. Therefore, the formation of AlN is not

 main influence factor for the DSC analysis in present research when experiment
emperature is lower than 470 ◦C. The TEM investigations included conventional
right-field, selected area electron diffraction (SAED), high resolution transmission
lectron microscopy (HRTEM) and numerical diffractogram analysis. Some samples
ere heated up to the specific temperature at a rate of 5 ◦C/min and quenched in
ater for the observation of high-temperature microstructure. TEM thin foils were
olished mechanically to a thickness of 100 �m and then electropolished in a solu-
ion of 1/3 nitric acid and 2/3 methanol at −20 ◦C under an applied voltage of 15 V.
he foils were observed by a TECNAI G2F30 high resolution transmission electron
icroscope (300 kV). The corresponding CTE curve was obtained on a NETZSCH DIL

02C instrument. Samples for the dilatometry were cut and polished into cubes
ith  a length of 4 mm.  Dried argon (50 ml/min) was  used to protect samples from

xidation.

. Results and discussion

.1. Microstructure characterization

T6 temper is the peak-aged heat treatment for 7A09 alloy. It

onsists of the solution treatment at 470 ± 5 ◦C and the ageing for
6 h at 140 ± 5 ◦C. Fig. 1 shows the TEM micrograph of 7A09 alloy

n the T6 temper state. It reveals that very fine precipitates dis-
ribute homogeneously inside grains with a few coarse precipitates

Fig. 2. SAED pattern of 7A09 alloy in the T6 temper state: (a) [1 1 1]Al projection, (b)
Fig. 1. TEM micrograph of 7A09 alloy in the T6 temper state.

appearing both on the grain boundaries and in the grain interiors.
The coarse precipitates are likely to be � phase [20–22].  Fig. 2(a)
shows the SAED pattern of fine intragranular precipitates in [1 1 1]Al
projection. The diffraction spots of the aluminum matrix have been
indexed, and the spots from �′ phase and GPII zones can be identi-
fied according to the model reported in some published literatures
[23,24]: spots belonging to �′ phase appear around positions of
1/3{2 2 0}Al, 2/3{2 2 0}Al, and 1/3{4 2 2}Al and spots arising from
GPII zones can also be observed near the position of 1/3 {4 2 2}Al,
see the schematic pattern of Fig. 2(b). It can be found from Fig. 3(a), a
HRTEM image, that the predominant fine precipitates in the grains
are polygonal particles. And the numerical diffractogram shown in
Fig. 3(b) indicates that the polygonal particle belongs to �′ phase.
The orientation relationship between the precipitate of �′ phase
and matrix is identified according to Fig. 3(b): {0 0 .1}�//{1  1 1}Al
and {1 0 .0}�// {0 1 1}Al.

The DSC result shown in Fig. 4 is obtained from the heating
process of T6 tempered 7A09 alloy. It has an endothermic peak A

(190 ◦C) and an endothermic region D (280–440 ◦C), as well as two
exothermic peaks, B (225 ◦C) and C (251 ◦C). Generally, GP Zones
of 7000 series aluminum alloys are relatively stable at the room

 schematic representation of [1 1 1]Al: small open circles-�′ , cross-GP II zones.
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caused by phase transitions are two  main factors that may  influence
the variation trend of CTE.

Zn, Mg  and Cu are main additional elements for 7A09 alloy.
Atomic diameters of Al, Zn, Mg  and Cu are 0.286 nm,  0.278 nm,
ig. 3. HRTEM image of precipitates and associated numerical diffractogram: (a) HR
1  1 0] Al direction (“m” refers to matrix).

emperature up to 120 ◦C [25]. Hence the endothermic peak A is
ainly due to the dissolution of GP II Zones. After GP II Zones have

issolved in the matrix, �′ phase has tendencies to dissolve and to
ransform into � phase with the increasing temperature [22,26].
EM micrograph of 7A09 alloy and HRTEM image of fine precipi-
ates at 225 ◦C have been shown in Figs. 5 and 6. In Fig. 5, it can
e found that the density of precipitate does not show obvious
hanges. This means the dissolution of �′ phase is not the main
hase transition at 225 ◦C. In addition, the � phase has been found
mong fine precipitates as shown in Fig. 6(a). According to Fig. 6(b),
he orientation relationship between this � precipitate and the

atrix is confirmed: {0 0 .1}�//{1 1 0}Al and {1 0 .0}�//{0 0 1}Al. The
 particle observed in Fig. 6(a) belongs to �1 phase [22,27].  There-
ore, the exothermic peak B is the result of the transition from �′ to

 phase and the dissolution of �′ phase. And the transition from �′

o � is the main phase transition at 225 ◦C. The TEM micrographs
f 7A09 alloy at 251 ◦C and 385 ◦C have been shown in Fig. 7(a and
) respectively. In Fig. 7(a), the precipitate is exclusively � phase
22,26]. The lager precipitate size and lower particle density than
resent at 225 ◦C suggest Ostwald ripening of the � precipitate [26].
he particle density shown in Fig. 7(b) is lower than that shown in

ig. 7(a), which means � phase dissolves into matrix again. There-
ore, the final high temperature endothermic region D is mainly
ue to the solution of � phase.

ig. 4. DSC results obtained from the heating process of T6 tempered 7A09 alloy.
image, (b) numerical diffractogram of precipitate in the square zone attained along

3.2. Discussion about CTE variation of T6 tempered 7A09 alloy

The CTE curves of pure aluminum and 7A09 alloy have been
shown in Fig. 8. As for pure aluminum, there are no phase tran-
sitions in the heating process and CTE changes linearly with the
variation of temperature when temperature is higher than 80 ◦C
[28]. There is a nonlinear dependency between CTE of 7A09 alloy
and temperature as shown in Fig. 8. There are three obvious pivotal
points (E, F, and G) on the CTE curve of 7A09 alloy. Temperature
at point E, F and G are about 225, 330 and 425 ◦C, respectively.
There is a nearly linear dependency between CTE and tempera-
ture in the range from 100 to 225 ◦C. The CTE curve deviates from
linearity in the temperature range from E to G. The CTE increases
with the increasing temperature linearly again when temperature
is higher than 425 ◦C. Complex changes of the CTE curve have a close
correlation with multiple phase transitions happening in the heat-
ing process. Cohesive energy and volume changes of alloy system
Fig. 5. TEM micrograph of the T6 tempered 7A09 alloy at 225 ◦C.
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Fig. 6. HRTEM image of precipitates and associated numerical diffractogram at 225 ◦C: (a) HRTEM image, (b) associated numerical diffractogram of � phase obtained along
[1  1 0] Al direction (“m” refers to matrix).

Fig. 7. TEM micrographs of the T6 tempered 7A09 al

0
e
t
t

form coh coh coh
Fig. 8. CTE curves of pure aluminum and T6 tempered 7A09 alloy.
.32 nm and 0.256 nm respectively [8]. Differences in atomic diam-
ters are all less than 15% between Zn, Mg,  Cu and Al. Moreover,
he difference in the Gordy’s scale of electronegativity is more
han 0.4 only between Cu and Al. According to Hume-Rothery rule,
loy at 251 ◦C and 385 ◦C: (a) 251 ◦C, (b) 385 ◦C.

substitution solid solution can be formed if Zn, Mg  and Cu dissolve
in aluminum matrix but the solubility of Cu in aluminum is very
small. Consequently solution and precipitation of second-phase are
mainly related to elements of Zn and Mg  for 7A09 alloy.

Solid solutions of Al–Mg, Al–Zn and Al–Mg–Zn may  be formed
when Zn and Mg  dissolve in the aluminum matrix. The structure
type of these solid solutions is face-centered cubic [29]. In view
of Mg  and Zn content, lattice parameter of these solid solutions is
about 0.41 nm and unit cell volume is about 0.06892 nm3. The unit
cell volumes of � phase and �′ phase are about 0.202 nm3 (lattice
parameters of � phase: a = 0.521 nm,  c = 0.86 nm)  and 0.299 nm3

(lattice parameters of �′ phase: a = 0.496 nm, c = 1.403 nm). Con-
sequently, the phase transitions will bring additional changes of
alloy volume besides thermal volume changes during the heating
process.

The change of cohesive energy arising from the phase transi-
tion is another possible factor which can influence the CTE of the
alloy. Main changes of cohesive energy originate from a series of
transitions such as the transition from �′ to � phase as well as the
precipitation and the dissolution of � phase. The cohesive enthalpy
of precipitate can be calculated by [13,30]
�H (1 mol  of atoms) = H − CAHA − CBHB (1)

where Hcoh is the cohesive enthalpy of precipitate, Hcoh
A and Hcoh

B
are the cohesive enthalpy of element A and B, CA and CB are the
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Table  1
Parameters of ion-bonding model.
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Mg  0.03 2.30
Zn 5.31 0.00

tomic concentration of element A and B, �Hform is the formation
nthalpy of precipitate. According to ion-bonding model, the for-
ation enthalpy �Hform (cal/mol) of a specified type intermetallic

ompound can be described by

�Hform = CAEA + CBEB + 1
2

FAFB (2)

here EA, EB, FA, FB are parameters based on experiment data.
arameters used in the calculation are shown in Table 1. Fur-
hermore, it is noteworthy that ion-bonding model utilized in the
alculation of the formation enthalpy is suitable for the binary
ntermetallic compound without aluminum.

According to the calculation based on ion-bonding model,
he cohesive energy of �′ phase and � phase are 148.68 and
49.86 kJ/mol respectively. As for � phase, the calculation result of
ohesive energy is similar to the experiment result (142.5 kJ/mol)
eported in the published literature [31]. The calculation result of
he cohesive energy of �′ phase has not been verified by the exper-
ment result. But the melting-point of �′ phase (about 347 ◦C) is
ower than that of � phase (about 589 ◦C) [32], which indirectly
mplicates that the cohesive energy of �′ phase is lower than that of

 phase. Therefore, the cohesive energy of alloy system will increase
hen �′ phase transforms into � phase. Furthermore, the cohesive

nergy of aluminum alloy will decrease with the increasing solute
ontents of Zn or Mg  at temperature higher than room temperature
33]. Therefore, the dissolution of � phase can lead to a decrease of
ohesive energy. On the contrary, the precipitation of � phase can
ead to an increase of cohesive energy.

As has been noted, GPII Zones will dissolve in matrix when tem-
erature is higher than 120 ◦C. But only little additional volume
nd cohesive energy changes can be formed with this phase transi-
ion because there are small amounts of GPII Zones in T6 tempered
A09 alloy. Therefore, there is an approximate linear dependency
etween CTE and temperature in the range from 100 to 225 ◦C.

In the temperature range from E to G, multiple phase transitions
ay  occur such as dissolution of �′ phase, transition from �′ to �

hase, precipitation of � phase in the Ostwald ripening stage and
issolution of � phase. Thereinto, the latter three are the main phase
ransitions. The cohesive energy of alloy system will increase with
he transition from �′ to � phase and the precipitation of � phase,
hich can slow down the increase of CTE. The cohesive energy will
ecrease when the � phase dissolves in the matrix, which can accel-
rate the increase of CTE. The CTE decreases with the increasing
emperature in the temperature range from E to F when the effect
f energy is beneficial for slowing down the increase of CTE. The
TE increases with the increasing temperature again in the range
rom F to G when the cohesive energy change is good for accelerat-
ng the increase of CTE. After that the dependency between CTE and
emperature is close to linearity again for the termination of phase
ransition. Therefore, there is a corresponding relation between the
hange of cohesive energy and the variation trend of CTE.

As for 7A09 alloy, an obvious additional contraction of alloy
olume can be caused by the transition from �′ to � phase and
he dissolution of � phase during the heating process. The con-
raction can slow down the increase of CTE. The precipitation of
 phase can lead to an additional increase of alloy volume, which
an accelerate the increase of CTE. Obvious relationship between
he variation of CTE and the volume changes will no longer exist
fter the precipitation of � phase begins in the Ostwald ripening

[

[
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stage. The incoherence between the � phase and the matrix is the
main reason for this phenomenon. The incoherence heavily weak-
ens the effect of the volume changes. Therefore, the effect of the
cohesive energy is more obvious than that of volume change for
the CTE of 7A09 alloy after the precipitation of � phase begins in
the Ostwald ripening stage.

4. Conclusions

The dynamic relationship between phase transitions, the cohe-
sive energy and CTE of 7A09 aluminum alloy (T6) in the heating
process has been investigated by complementary experiments. The
main results can be summarized as follows:

1. Cohesive energy and volume changes of alloy system caused by
phase transitions influence the variation trend of CTE. And these
effects can be expressed in the nonlinearity of CTE curve. After
the precipitation of � phase begins in the Ostwald ripening stage,
the effect of the cohesive energy change is more obvious than
that of volume change for the CTE of 7A09 alloy.

2. According to the ion-bonding model, the cohesive energy of
�′ and � phase are 148.68 and 149.86 kJ/mol, respectively. The
cohesive energy of alloy system increases with the phase tran-
sition from �′ to � phase and the precipitation of � phase. The
dissolution of � phase leads to a decrease of cohesive energy.

3. GPII zones and �′ phase are main precipitates in T6 tempered
7A09 alloy. With the increasing temperature, obvious additional
contraction of alloy volume is directly caused by phase transi-
tions, such as dissolution of �′ phase, transition from �′ to � phase
and dissolution of � phase. On the contrary, the precipitation of
� phase leads to an additional increase of alloy volume.
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